Abstract. Loi and Piergallini showed that a smooth compact, connected 4-manifold X with boundary admits a Stein structure if and only if X is a simple branched cover of a 4-disk D 4 branched along a positive braided surface S in a bidisk D branched along S N such that the covers have the same degrees, and they are mutually diffeomorphic, but the Stein structures associated to the covers are mutually not homotopic. Furthermore, by reinterpreting this result in terms of contact topology, for each integer N ≥ 2, we also construct a transverse link L N in the standard contact 3-sphere (S 3 , ξ std ) and simple branched covers M N,1 , M N,2 , . . . , M N,N of S 3 branched along L N such that the covers have the same degrees, and they are mutually diffeomorphic, but the contact structures associated to the covers are mutually not isotopic.
Introduction.
Compact Stein surfaces are sublevel sets of exhausting strictly plurisubharmonic functions on Stein manifolds. They have been studied by using complex and symplectic geometry. For example, Eliashberg [5] characterized handle decompositions of compact Stein surfaces, and Gompf [11] gave how to draw Kirby diagrams of them. Since early 2000s, compact Stein surfaces also have been examined by using combinatorial techniques, and research on them has been dramatically altered. This development was caused by results of Loi and Piergallini [19] and Akbulut and Ozbagci [1] . They showed that a smooth, oriented, connected, compact 4-manifold X with boundary admits a Stein structure J if and only if X admits a positive allowable Lefschetz fibration f : X → D 2 (see Section 2.3). It is known that Lefschetz fibrations are studied through mapping class groups, so group theoretical approaches of them help us to treat compact Stein surfaces. For example, by using such techniques, uniqueness results for Stein fillings of contact 3-manifolds were proven in [24, 15, 16, 21] . For more various results, we refer the reader to [23] as a survey on this subject. Loi and Piergallini also showed that a smooth, oriented, connected, compact 4-manifold X with boundary admits a Stein structure J if and only if X is a simple branched cover of a 4-disk D 4 branched along a positive braided surface S in a bidisk D , it is identified with D 4 . Unfortunately, although the fact is wellknown, little is known about how Stein structures behave towards positive braided surfaces. We can describe braided surfaces by using combinatorial tools such as chart descriptions, quandles, and braid monodromies (cf. [14] ). In order to use them effectively for research on compact Stein surfaces, we need to better understand interactions between Stein structures and braided surfaces.
In this paper, we consider whether or not, for a given positive braided surface S, there exist more than one compact Stein surfaces as covers of D 4 branched along S such that the covers have the same degrees, and they are mutually diffeomorphic but admit mutually distinct Stein structures. The following theorem is a positive answer to this problem. In the above theorem, we consider as a Stein structure on the branched cover one given by a Lefschetz fibration associated to the branched covering (see Remark 2.5).
This theorem become more interesting, compared with the case of branched covers of CP 2 and cuspidal curves in CP 2 . Here, a cuspidal curve is a projective plane curve whose singular points are ordinary nodes and ordinary cusps. Chisini's conjecture (see [4] ) claims that if S ⊂ CP 2 is a cuspidal curve, a generic branched covering of CP 2 whose branch set is S and degree is at least 5 is unique up to covering isomorphism. Kulikov [17, 18] showed that this conjecture is true under certain conditions. The degree of each simple branched covering we will constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is 3N − 1 for each N ≥ 2. In addition, according to Rudolph [25] , a positive braided surface is isotopic to the intersection of a complex analytic curve with D 4 ⊂ C 2 , and the converse is also true. Hence, an analogue of Chisini's conjecture does not hold for simple branched coverings of D 4 whose branch sets are the intersections of complex analytic curves with D 4 .
We can reinterpret Theorem 1.1 in terms of contact 3-manifolds and transverse links. Let M be an oriented, connected, closed 3-manifold. A 2-plane field ξ on M is called a contact structure on M if there exists a 1-form on M such that ξ = Ker(α) and α∧dα > 0 with respect to the orientation of M, and the pair (M, ξ) is called a contact manifold. An oriented link L in (M, ξ) is called a transverse link if L is transverse to the contact plane ξ x at any point x in L. Write (D 2 , id) for a supporting open book decomposition of the standard contact 3-sphere (S 3 , ξ std ) (cf. [7] for instance). Bennequin [3] showed that any transverse link in (S 3 , ξ std ) can be braided about the binding of (D 2 , id).
(1) the degrees of these covers are same,
. . , M N,N are mutually diffeomorphic, and
which are associated to the covers, are mutually not isotopic.
Here, a contact structure on a branched cover means one supported by an open book associated to the branched covering.
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review some definitions and properties of mapping class groups, braided surfaces, positive Lefschetz fibrations and supporting open book decompositions. In Section 3, first, we observe braids satisfying a certain condition, called liftable braids, and, by using this notion, prove a lemma to construct branched covers of D 4 in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Next, we review how to evaluate c 1 (X, J), · , where c 1 (X, J) is the first Chern class of a compact Stein surface (X, J). Finally, we prove Theorem 1.1 by using contact structures, PALFs and Kirby diagrams coupled with the above lemma.
Throughout this article we will work in the smooth category. We assume that the reader is familiar with basics of Kirby diagrams (see [12, Chapter 4, 5] ).
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Preliminaries.
2.1. Mapping class groups. Let Σ k g,r be an oriented, connected genus g surface with k marked points and r boundary components. We denote the mapping class group of Σ 
Define an arc A i on the real axis to be one with end points in P i and P i+1 . Then, the i-th standard generator σ i of B m can be identified with the right-handed halftwist τ A i . In this article, under this identification, a simple arc with end points in the set of marked points represents the corresponding element of B m to the half-twist along the arc. We will review briefly braid monodromies of braided surfaces (see, for more details, [2, Section 3], [14, Chapter 16, 17] , [26, §1, 2] ). Before that, we recall a special basis for the fundamental group of a punctured disk. Let Q be a set of n points x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n in the interior of an oriented 2-disk D 2 with the standard orientation and let x 0 be a point in ∂D 2 . Since the fundamental group π 1 (D 2 − Q, x 0 ) is a free group of rank n, we give a basis for this group as follows: Take a collection of oriented paths s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n starting from x 0 to each x i , respectively. Assume that s i and s j , if i = j, are disjoint except x 0 , and the arcs s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n are indexed so that they appear in order as we move counterclockwise about x 0 . By using the path s i , connect x 0 to a small oriented disk around each x i with the same orientation of D 2 . Then, we obtain an oriented loop γ i based at x 0 , and
. . , γ n ) is called a Hurwitz system for (Q, x 0 ) (see Figure 1 ).
We now turn to the case of braided surfaces. Let Q(p S ) := {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } ⊂ Int D 
for some w j ∈ B m and ε i ∈ {±1}. It is known that, for a finite set Q and representation ω :
we can construct a braided surface of degree m whose branch set is Q and braid monodromy is ω. Obviously, since p S is a branched covering, we consider a covering monodromy of p S , i.e. a representation ρ S :
where S m is the symmetric permutation group of degree m. Note that each ρ S (γ i ) ∈ S m is a transposition because p S is simple. Furthermore, we also remark that ω S is a lift of ρ S to B m .
At the end of this subsection, we define a crucial notion to examine compact Stein surfaces by braided surfaces.
2.3. Lefschetz fibrations and simple branched coverings. We will briefly review positive Lefschetz fibrations and their monodromies (see [12, Chapter 8] ).
Let X be an oriented, connected, compact 4-manifold.
2 is called a positive Lefschetz fibration if there exists the set Q(f ) of points a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n of the interior of D 2 such that
is a smooth fiber bundle over D 2 − Q(f ) with fiber diffeomorphic to an oriented compact surface Σ with boundary, (2) a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n are the critical values of f , and each singular fiber f −1 (a i ) has a unique critical point p i ∈ f −1 (a i ), and (3) for each p i and a i , there are local complex coordinate charts with respect to the orientations of X and D 2 such that locally f can be written as f (z 1 , z 2 ) = z
A positive Lefschetz fibration f : X → D 2 can be described by the mapping class group M Σ of the fiber Σ of f . Let a 0 ∈ ∂D 2 be a fixed base point. Take a Hurwitz system (γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ n ) for (Q(f ), a 0 ). We can consider a homomorphism
The positive Lefschetz fibration f restricts to a fiber bundle f |f
The monodromy of this fiber bundle is the right-handed Dehn twist t α i along a simple closed curve
for each γ i and call η f a monodromy of f . We also call the ordered n-tuple (t α 1 , t α 2 , . . . , t αn ) a monodromy of f . We say a positive Lefschetz fibration to be allowable if all of the vanishing cycles α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n are homologically non-trivial in the fiber. After this, we call a positive allowable Lefschetz fibration a PALF shortly.
The following theorem tells us that PALFs and positive braided surfaces are so important to study compact Stein surfaces. (1) X is a compact Stein surface, that is, X admits a Stein structure J; L(2N, 1) . In order to show Theorem 1.1, we will discuss contact structures on the lens space L (2N, 1) via open books. Hence, we review contact structures on L (2N, 1) and their supporting open book decompositions (see [7] , [24, Section 2] for more details).
Supporting open book decompositions of tight lens spaces
To begin with, we recall a stabilization of a Legendrian knot. Let L be a Legendrian knot in (S 3 , ξ std ). A positive (resp. negative) stabilization on L is a Legendrian knot L + (resp. L − ) obtained from adding a zig-zag to L as depicted in the left (resp. right) of 
for the induced isomorphism h β * :
The following lemma is useful to construct simple branched covers of D 4 .
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a positive braided surface of degree m with braid monodromy (w
n σ jn w n ) and let a 0 be a fixed base point in ∂D 
. . n , where each w i * is the Artin automorphism of the free group γ
More precisely we refer the reader to [10, p.133 For each i, we have (γ
Since each w −1 i σ j i w i is liftable and the equation (3.1) holds for any liftable braid, ρ q ((γ
According to the above construction of p, we can easily check p|p
In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we use the first Chern class of a compact Stein surface. In order to compute them, we make use of the following facts in Figure 6 . After this proof, we give explicit braid words of these braids. Now we define a braided surface S N of degree 6N − 4 to be one with braid monodromy (β 1,N , β 2,N , β 3,1 , β 3,2 , . . . , β 3,N −1 , β 4,1 , β 4,2 , . . . , β 4,N −1 , β 5,1 , β 5,2 , . . . , β 5,N −1 ). (3.2) In order to use Lemma 3.1, we need to construct appropriate simple branched covers of D Figure 7 . After this proof, by using a covering monodromy, we will describe this covering more explicitly. According to [20, Lemma 3.2.3] for example, we can check that each braid of the tuple (3.2) is liftable with respect to each covering q N,j (see Figure 7) . It follows from Lemma 3.1 that for each covering q N,j , there exists a simple branched covering 
, . . . , t C 
Stabilize the open book (Σ 0,2N , ϕ N,j ) N − 1 times as shown in Figure 10 . We can easily check that the resulting stabilization is (Σ 0,3N −1 , ψ N,j ) . Hence, each ∂X N,j is diffeomorphic to L (2N, 1) . Furthermore, since a positive stabilization of an open book supports the same contact structure supported by the previous one, (Σ 0,3N −1 , ψ N,j ) supports the contact structure ξ N,j . Consider X N,j as a Stein filling of (L (2N, 1) , ξ N,j ) and apply to X N,j the classification of Stein fillings of (L (2N, 1), ξ N,j ) . By [24, Corollary 1.3] , X N,j is diffeomorphic to the disk bundle X(S 2 , −2N) over S 2 with Euler number −2N if (N, j) = (2, 1); otherwise either X(S 2 , −4) or the rational ball with Euler characteristic 1. In our case, since X 2,1 admits the PALF pr 1 • p 2,1 with fiber Σ 0,5 and 5 critical points, the Euler characteristic of X 2,1 is 2. Thus, every X N,j is diffeomorphic to X(S 2 , −2N).
→ { { To finish the proof, we compute the first Chern class of each (X N,j , J N,j ), where J N,j is the Stein structure associated to p N,j . To begin with, we draw a Kirby diagram of X N,j from the PALF structure to examine a generator of H 2 (X N,j ; Z) ∼ = Z. Since the regular fiber of pr 1 • p N,j is Σ 0,3n−1 , a Kirby diagram of X N,j has 3N − 2 dotted 2N , ϕ N,j ) . Each shaded band (resp. red curve) represents an added band (resp. curve generating added Dehn twists) by this stabilizing.
1-handles K 1 , K 2 , . . . , K 3N −2 . We give orientations to the dotted circles of these 1-handles, and the attaching circles C 
is a generator of H 2 (X N,j ; Z). Let ∂ : C 2 (X) → C 1 (X) denote the boundary operator on the two chain groups C 1 (X) and
on the generators and extended linearly. Here, lk(C, K i ) is the linking number of C and K i . We have
,i ] is either 1 or −1, it is a generator of Ker ∂. Now, we can compute c 1 (X N,j , J N,j ). Strictly speaking, c 1 (X N,j , J N,j ) can evaluate on the generator of H 2 (X N,j ; Z) as follows: 
where i < j (see Figure 11) . Obviously, if j = i + 1, both τ i,j and τ i,j are σ i . Define
Then, we have (i = 4 + 6(k − 1), 5 + 6(k − 1); k = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1), (3k + 1 3k + 2) (i = 6 + 6(k − 1), 7 + 6(k − 1); k = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1), (3ℓ + 1 3ℓ + 2) (i = 2 + 6(ℓ − 1), 3 + 6(ℓ − 1); ℓ = j, j + 1, . . . , N − 1), (3ℓ 3ℓ + 1) (i = 4 + 6(ℓ − 1), 5 + 6(ℓ − 1); ℓ = j, j + 1, . . . , N − 1), (2 3ℓ) (i = 6 + 6(ℓ − 1), 7 + 6(ℓ − 1); ℓ = j, j + 1, . . . , N − 1).
Remark 3.2. In the above proof, the case of N = 2 is crucial, so we explain how the author found the braided surface S 2 . First, he fixed two different branched coverings q 2,1 and q 2,2 and considered liftable braids with respect to both coverings. He observed how corresponding lifts change if we change q 2,1 into q 2,2 , and he chose some braids among them to obtain the braided surface S 2 . Finally, drawing Kirby diagrams of the two corresponding covers branched along S 2 , he checked whether these covers satisfied the conditions of our theorem. Hence, his construction is very ad hoc. As far as he knows, there is no systematic construction of such a braided surface.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Note that the boundary of a given braided surface S is contained in ∂D 
